
Simon Sinek will Host a

Follow-up Q&A Session on

Leadership at All Levels—

Join Us!

As Simon Sinek noted in our "Leadership at

All Levels" session, leadership is a skill that

must be honed like any other. What better

way to hone your leadership skills than have

your questions answered by Simon in an

exclusive follow-up session? In response to high demand following the "Leadership at All Levels"

virtual event in EFE's #ResilienceSeries, Simon Sinek will be answering questions in a live event

on August 25, 11 AM EST. Register here!

The original "Leadership at All Levels" event took place on July 22. Kevin Matossian,  founder

and CEO of SilverCrest Entertainment and member of EFE's Global Advisory Council, moderated

the session, which featured insights from Simon and EFE-Jordan CEO Ghadeer Khuffash that

expanded common understandings of leadership. As Simon noted,  'Leader' doesn't mean you

have the authority. 'Leader' means you went first. You went first toward the danger...You were

an innovator...You were the first to admit vulnerability." Watch this moment and more

highlights from "Leadership at All Levels" below!

EFE-Palestine CEO and Alumna Present at Global

Youth Economic Opportunities Summit

On July 30, EFE-Palestine CEO Saro Nakashian and alumna Hanin Alyan Elholy participated in the

Making Cents Global Youth Economic Opportunities Summit. They contributed to the Virtual

Gigs Disrupted: From Informality to Sustained Careers panel alongside representatives from

IREX and KaziRemote.

Saro and Hanin discussed EFE-Palestine's experience delivering its virtual jobs training program

in Gaza. The program consists of 50 hours of work readiness training and a 35-hour technical

training, and covers topics including understanding the global workforce, finding job

opportunities online, establishing connections, self-marketing skills, digital profiles,

communication with employers and customers online, and getting paid. Way to share your

success, EFE-Palestine! Watch the full session here. 

EFE-Yemen Shares Life-Saving Hygiene Supplies and

Information in Campaign Supported by CRS

Trainees in EFE-Yemen's Medical Employment and Development program, which is funded by

Catholic Relief Services, began their campaign to distribute hygiene kits and information about

COVID-19. Participants are disseminating information about COVID-19 and how to prevent its

spread through printed materials and social media. They are also conducting door-to-door visits

to vulnerable communities to distribute soap, hand sanitizer, and information. 

EFE's Catalyst Fund Supports New Initiatives

EFE's Catalyst Fund has raised over $1 million toward our $1.8 million goal. This progress has

allowed us to make strides toward the fund's initiatives: We successfully launched our online

Learning Management System. Our new online "Resilience Series" is bringing content  and an

insider’s view of EFE’s impact on the ground to a global audience. We are engaging with

employer partners through corporate outreach to identify immediate training and hiring needs

in high-demand jobs during the pandemic. And finally, technology infrastructure for EFE’s

online Student Management System is near completion for the EFE Network. We are grateful for

the generous support that makes this progress possible!

EFE-Egypt Hosts Recruiters Focus Group with the

Support of Trafigura Foundation

EFE-Egypt convened human resources experts to

discuss opportunities and challenges in the labor

market. This virtual event was made possible

with the support of Trafigura Foundation. We're

glad to see productive knowledge exchanges

continue online!

Happy International Youth Day!

The world celebrated International Youth Day on August 12. At EFE, we embraced the

opportunity to celebrate our innovative graduates who are making a difference in their

communities throughout the Middle East and North Africa region. Whether nurses,

entrepreneurs, or hospitality workers, our alumni have taken the skills they gained through

training and run with them, and we could not be prouder of these inspiring youth!

EFE-Palestine Collaborates to Train Nurses through

the Finance For Jobs Project

The implementation of EFE-Palestine's Finance For Jobs Project (F4J) has begun! F4J is a

World Bank project, and EFE-Palestine is delivering nursing training to 80 youth in the

West Bank and East Jerusalem in partnership with the Juzoor Foundation for Health and

Social Development, Makassed Hospital, and An-Najah University Hospital.

EFE in the UAE Celebrates Work Readiness Graduates

EFE in the UAE is forging ahead with online training programs! In partnership with the Ras Al

Khaimah Human Resources Department, EFE in the UAE provided 30 hours of Work Readiness

training to 40 trainees. To complete the program, trainees presented their innovative

projects and showcased the skills they learned. The training was made possible by the

generous support of Citi Foundation.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT: EFE IN THE PRESS 

EFE SVP Jasmine Nahhas di

Florio explains the leadership

and economic power of female

refugees in Forbes Middle East

EFE's Director of Organizational

Learning Ashley Barry discusses

tools to fight MENA youth

unemployment in Rudaw

U.S. Embassy Tunis and

Tunisian network Watania 1

cover EFE-Tunisie's Sa7tn.tn

initiative

EFE-Jordan’s market-driven

training model and work in

livelihoods for Syrian

refugees in a report

by Columbia's Durable

Solutions Platform

Al Khleej Today and Arab News on

EFE-Saudi Arabia's partnership

with Hyatt to empower women in

hospitality 

EFE's SVP Jasmine Nahhas 

di Florio on language as a

critical job skill in Forbes

Middle East 

IMPACT TRACKER

108,848 youth

connected to the

world of work

57% of EFE alumni are

young women

3,070 employers have

hired EFE grads 

73% of jobs-track

graduates employed

Read more highlights on the EFE News Page.

Follow the EFE Network on social media for photos, videos and updates from Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, the

UAE and Yemen.
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